COVER STORY MEDIA, Inc

®

READER DRIVEN
INTERACTIVE
ORIGINAL
We take a unique approach in the online publishing industry in that we focus on
creating original quality content and we pay more attention to what our readers want
than the search engines’ latest animal named algorithms. We center on engaging
visitors for the long haul by helping them learn more about topics of interest,
introducing them to related topics, and turning them into loyal readers. Our mission
is to create an unforgettable web experience for our readers across various
industries by staying ahead of media trends and providing high-quality, original
content while maintaining a genuine and unbiased approach to our work.

www.coverstorymedia.com
Facebook.com/CoverStoryMedia
Twitter: @CoverStoryMedia
www.pinterest.com/coverstorymedia
www.linkedin.com/company/cover-story-media-inc
http://www.youtube.com/user/coverstorymediatv

380-H Knollwood St #165
Winston-Salem, NC 27103
(336) 293-8861 voice
(888) 736-5921 toll free
(305) 735-0269 fax

®

Cover Story Media, Inc. is an online publishing company with multiple consumerdriven, web-based brands that each specialize in original content in unique interest
areas. Our websites are viewed as established resources that help millions of
visitors each month find the solutions they are seeking. Readers are also invited to
interact and share their experiences in our web communities via discussion
forums, blog comments, social media, e-mail newsletters and more.

OUR BRANDS

Your Go-To Guide for All Things
Web & Tech

Your Go-To Guide for All Things Dog

Mindful Recipes to Feed the
Hungry Spirit

Since 2007

Since 2006

Since 2015

Opening Minds & Exploring Life

Resources for Life

What’s Happening in the Triad Area

Since 2009

Since 2008

Since 2010

Resources for Safety at Home,
Online, & on the Road
Sold in 2015

RESEARCH search
trends, industry buzz,
then investigate and
tell the entire story.

LISTEN to our readers
who share feedback,
ideas and comments.

OUR
PROCESS

CREATE unique content and
facts in an unbiased,
straightforward way.

PROMOTE through social
media, e-newsletters, RSS
feeds and other media channels.

